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Enterprise Mobility in the Cloud: 
Utilize the power of the cloud for mobile transformation

Develop superior native apps and manage 
both the frontend and backend lifecycle of 

mobile apps with the power of the cloud

In today’s fast changing world, mobile transformation is the key to a successful 
digital transformation.

As enterprises are focusing more and more on “mobile-first” and “mobile-only” 
approaches, the mobile app portfolios are growing at a very fast pace for various 
enterprise processes.

For most enterprises, this pace results in a mix of apps developed with different 
means of sourcing and development technologies, which results in a chaotic 
enterprise mobility structure. Contrary to the expectations, such an enterprise 
mobility structure becomes an impediment to mobile transformation.

Indeed, it is inevitable for enterprises to have multiple backend systems and diverse 
mobile device and user profiles for numerous departments and processes, but there 
is no need for this structure to be reflected in the mobile frontend.

You can facilitate mobile transformation by employing the right tools that embrace 
the diversity while providing standardization of mobility processes across the 
enterprise.
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With Smartface Cloud and Oracle Cloud solutions that provide you a fully cloud 

based, end-to-end integrated environment with mobile app development, 

fundamental mobile services and mobile lifecycle management tools, Smartface 

and Oracle is your companion in your mobile transformation journey.

You can develop native iOS and Android applications and your mobile backends 

just with JavaScript knowledge and centrally manage all enterprise mobility 

processes.

• Develop mobile-friendly backends and APIs and connect to external systems

• Use object storage for easy access to files over mobile and eliminating the storage 

and access issues in enterprise systems and databases such as Oracle EBS

• Use offline data and sync features for a better mobile user experience

• Use location services and push notifications for interactive apps

• Develop and build native iOS and Android apps fully in the cloud

• Implement DevOps processes for mobile backends and mobile apps in the cloud

• Distribute apps across the enterprise or public app stores

• Update native apps remotely with hot deployment

Smartface Cloud and Oracle Cloud enables you to:


